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By John Marco

Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group Inc, United States, 2001. Paperback. Condition: New.
Reissue. Language: English . Brand New Book. John Marco presents the riveting conclusion to his
sweeping fantasy saga -- in which three unlikely allies stand united against a terrifying crisis that
threatens to devastate a world. Biagio, Emperor of Nar, was once a madman and a tyrant. Now he
wants peace. The irony is that no one believes him. Instead, the cruelest of his minions are amassing
an army to usurp his throne, bringing a new scourge to a battle-scarred world. But the wily Biagio
has one more desperate plan. Alazrian Leth, bastard son of Aramoor s governor, is barely sixteen,
but this young prince secretly possesses rare magical talents. Biagio sends Alazrian on a near-
impossible mission: to convince outlawed priest Jahl Rob and his followers -- the fearless Saints of
the Sword -- to search for the exiled ruler of Aramoor and the mysterious people called the Triin. If
these ancient enemies can unite into one great army, a boy s strange and wonderful magic may be
the spark to heal a wounded world . or set in motion an unimaginable betrayal.
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ReviewsReviews

It is really an awesome ebook that we actually have actually study. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Colem a n O r tiz-- Mr . Colem a n O r tiz

Most of these pdf is the ideal pdf available. It is definitely basic but shocks within the 50 percent of your book. I am just easily could get a delight of reading
through a written book.
-- Ja ny Cr ist-- Ja ny Cr ist
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